Solomon Colors, Inc. has been an industry leader in colored concrete since 1927 as a domestic and international supplier of concrete color, concrete colors dispensing systems, concrete sealers, and concrete coloring products. Solomon Colors, Inc. offers a full line of decorative concrete solutions with dry and liquid concrete pigment for the ready mix, concrete block and masonry industries through a global network of distributors and three main production facilities in the U.S.


Solomon Colors Mortar Colors are products of pure natural and synthetic iron oxides which are finely milled (95-99% minus 325 mesh particle size) and blended under strict quality control procedures producing uniform and consistently strong tinting strength for maximum coloring power. Solomon Colors offers a wide color spectrum with A, H, and X series Mortar Colors. In addition, the color development and matching services of the color Laboratory can develop precise custom colors to complement the broad range of color shades found in brick, stone or colored block. All Solomon Colors Concentrated Mortar Colors are packaged in sealed color unit bags; bag count and the approximate number of standard brick units laid per case, using a 3/8” mortar joint are:

- A series case – 6 units bags
- H series case – 12 unit bags
- X series case – 18 unit bags

Thanks

Adam Solomon

asolomon@solomoncolors.com